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astonishing points.
Comprehending as well as arrangement even more than new will ﬁnd the money for each success. neighboring to, the notice as skillfully as perception of this Ancient Tiwanaku can be taken as
competently as picked to act.
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The ﬁrst major synthesis exploring Tiwanaku civilization in its geographical and cultural setting.
This landmark work brings the author's intimate knowledge of the
ethnography and archaeology in this region to bear on key theoretical issues in evolutionary anthropology."--BOOK JACKET.
Warfare in the pre-Columbian Andes took on many forms, from inter-village raids to campaigns of conquest. Andean societies also
created spectacular performances and artwork alluding to war –
acts of symbolism that worked as political rhetoric while drawing
on ancient beliefs about supernatural beings, warriors, and the
dead. In this book, Elizabeth Arkush disentangles Andean warfare
from Andean war-related spectacle and oﬀers insights into how
both evolved over time. Synthesizing the rich archaeological record of fortiﬁcations, skeletal injury, and material evidence, she
presents fresh visions of war and politics among the Moche,
Chimú, Inca, and pre-Inca societies of the conﬂict-ridden Andean
highlands. The changing conﬁgurations of Andean power and violence serve as case studies to illustrate a sophisticated general
model of the diﬀerent forms of warfare in pre-modern societies.
Arkush's book makes the complex pre-history of Andean warfare
accessible by providing a birds-eye view of its major patterns and
contrasts.
In Ancient People of the Andes, Michael A. Malpass describes the
prehistory of western South America from initial colonization to
the Spanish Conquest. All the major cultures of this region, from
the Moche to the Inkas, receive thoughtful treatment, from their
emergence to their demise or evolution. No South American culture that lived prior to the arrival of Europeans developed a writing system, making archaeology the only way we know about
most of the prehispanic societies of the Andes. The earliest Spaniards on the continent provided ﬁrst-person accounts of the latest of those societies, and, as descendants of the Inkas became literate, they too became a source of information. Both ethnohistory
and archaeology have limitations in what they can tell us, but
when we are able to use them together they are complementary
ways to access knowledge of these fascinating cultures. Malpass
focuses on large anthropological themes: why people settled
down into agricultural communities, the origins of social inequalities, and the evolution of sociopolitical complexity. Ample illustrations, including eight color plates, visually document sites, societies, and cultural features. Introductory chapters cover archaeological concepts, dating issues, and the region's climate. The subsequent chapters, divided by time period, allow the reader to
track changes in speciﬁc cultures over time.
*Includes pictures *Includes a bibliography for further reading Few
ancient ruins capture the imagination like the mighty holy site of
Tiwanaku, located on the high Andean altiplano plateau outside of
La Paz, Bolivia. Unlike some ancient sites, such as Machu Picchu
in neighboring Peru or Chichen Itzá in Mexico, Tiwanaku has never
been "lost"; on the contrary, it has been marveled over for centuries by Incan nobles, Spanish Conquistadores, modern backpackers, and UFO fanatics alike. Despite this history of amazement, Tiwanaku has remained something of an enigma until recently, but
it appears that this would have probably been pleasing to its creators. It was created to be a mysterious, sacred, and beautiful
place, one with many secrets and a public face characterized by
PT Barnum-like showmanship. Skillful modern archaeology has allowed people to look behind the facade and see, for the ﬁrst time
in many, many centuries, some of the secrets behind it. The story
is fascinating, complex, and thoroughly human. The modern visitor arriving to Tiahuanaco ﬁnds him or herself in, as Cieza de Léon
noted almost 130 years ago, a not very notable, dusty, chilly
settlement south of Lake Titicaca. The place would not be of any
great interest except that to the east and south of the modern village, within walking distance of the center, rise a number of remarkable ruins. The ancient world often evokes wonder, respect
and even confusion, and few places accomplish any of that more
than the incredible ruined stone temple of Puma Punku. Part of
the larger ruined city of Tiwanaku in the altiplano plains of modern Bolivia, Puma Punku is a marvel of engineering, stonemasonry
and design. These facts are obvious to even the lay observer, as
Puma Punku's stonework is remarkable even for the Andes where
visitors have long wondered at ancient stone joints where even a
knife bade could not ﬁt between the stones. This level of craftsmanship has caused some, mostly those who have never been to
the Andes, to speculate of a fanciful origin for the site, maintaining that such a wonderful and mysterious place must be the work
of extraterrestrial or super-human forces. However, Puma Punku's
stonemasonry is often considered its most notable feature only because until recently so little was known about the site or the Tiwanaku culture that built it. This would be like visiting the ruins of

the Vatican or Westminster Abbey centuries from now and being
wowed by the quality of construction. While the construction is impressive, that aspect is not the most interesting story that the
sites can tell. Today, through the diligent work of scholars from
many countries, the disciplines of archaeology, art history, comparative ethnography and other modern historical sciences have
begun to peel back the story of Puma Punku, and historians can
once again begin to tell the stories behind the stones. That work
has highlighted the enigmatic ruins from many points of view, and
have helped explain how it was a place of ritual, showmanship,
mythology and, of course, the ﬁnest workmanship. Tiwanaku and
Puma Punku: The History and Legacy of South America's Most Famous Ancient Holy Site examines some of the most important
pre-Columbian ruins in the world. Along with pictures of important
people, places, and events, you will learn about Tiwanaku and Puma Punku like never before.
This book takes a new and provocative approach to ancient state
expansion, looking at the role and dynamics of colonization in pre-Columbian Andean states. Paul Goldstein argues that the inﬂuential Tiwanaku culture in the Bolivian highlands, which existed in
the 7th through 11th centuries A.D., was at its core a civilization
of peoples of distinctive ethnic and political aﬃliations who
shared some common identities. He maintains that Tiwanaku expansion came about because of a complex web of economic and
cultural exchanges that linked regions into a pluralistic confederation, a demographic process he calls "ethnicity in motion." Goldstein takes issue with earlier notions of ancient state expansion
that argue for a coercive centralized political body under charismatic warlords and powerful ruling elites. He asserts that "globalist" interpretations of expansive states, whether they focus on imperial conquest or hegemonic "world systems," all share a similarly limited centrist perspective. In contrast, his reassessment of
state structure emphasizes identity, process, and dynamics from
the bottom up. Noting that the Tiwanaku civilization was far more
pluralistic than is commonly believed, he contends that early
states in the Andes, and perhaps throughout the ancient world,
were segmentary in nature and that they remained so even as
they grew into larger empires. After introducing the role of diasporas in early state growth, Goldstein synthesizes recent research
on the Tiwanaku civilization of highland Bolivia, Chile, and Peru.
He presents the results of his own extensive archaeological ﬁeld
research in Azapa, Chile, and Moquegua, Peru, showing how settlement, household, mortuary, and monumental archaeology bear
on the colonization of lowland agricultural valleys. This original interpretation of the Tiwanaku region as a multiethnic landscape in
the pre-Columbian past will fascinate Andeanists and will have
broad appeal for scholars worldwide who deal with migration and
the growth of states and empires.
Ancient Civilizations oﬀers a comprehensive and straightforward
account of the world’s ﬁrst civilizations and how they were discovered, drawing on many avenues of inquiry including archaeological excavations, surveys, laboratory work, highly specialized scientiﬁc investigations, and both historical and ethnohistorical records. This book covers the earliest civilizations in Eurasia and the
Americas, from Egypt and the Sumerians to the Indus Valley,
Shang China, and the Maya. It also addresses subsequent developments in Southwest Asia, moving on to the ﬁrst Aegean civilizations, Greece and Rome, the ﬁrst states of sub-Saharan Africa, divine kings and empires in East and Southeast Asia, and the Aztec
and Inka empires of Mesoamerica and the Andes. It includes a
number of features to support student learning: a wealth of images, including several new illustrations; feature boxes which expand on key sites, ﬁnds, and written sources; and an extensive
guide to further reading. With new perceptions of the origin and
collapse of states, including a review of the issue of sustainability,
this ﬁfth edition has been extensively updated in the light of spectacular new discoveries and the latest theoretical advances. Examining the world’s pre-industrial civilizations from a multidisciplinary perspective and oﬀering a comparative analysis of the ﬁeld
which explores the connections between all civilizations around
the world, this volume provides a unique introduction to pre-industrial civilizations in all their brilliant diversity. It will prove invaluable to students of Archaeology.
This book is a study of the ways places are created and how they
attain meaning. Smith presents archaeological data from Khonkho
Wankane in the southern Lake Titicaca basin of Bolivia to explore
how landscapes were imagined and constructed during processes
of political centralization in this region. In particular he examines
landscapes of movement and the development of powerful political and religious centers during the Late Formative period (200
BC–AD 500), just before the emergence of the urban state centered at Tiwanaku (AD 500–1100). Late Formative politico-religious centers, Smith notes, were characterized by mobile popula-

tions of agropastoralists and caravan drovers. By exploring ritual
practice at Late Formative settlements, Smith provides a new way
of looking at political centralization, incipient urbanism, and state
formation at Tiwanaku.
In this book leading experts uncover and discuss archaeological
topics and themes surrounding the long-term trajectory of
camelid (llama and alpaca) pastoralism in the Andean highlands
of South America. The chapters open up these studies to a wider
world by exploring the themes of intensiﬁcation of herding over
time, animal-human relationships, and social transformations, as
well as navigating four areas of recent research: the origins of domesticated camelids, variation in the development of pastoralist
traditions, ritual and animal sacriﬁce, and social interaction
through caravans. Andeanists and pastoral scholars alike will ﬁnd
this comprehensive work an invaluable contribution to their library and studies.
"This dissertation explores issues of identity at Tiwanaku, the urban cosmopolitan capital of an ancient Andean polity. This is done
through an in-depth investigation of domestic culinary practices
within the non-elite neighbourhood of Mollo Kontu. Recent research on the creation and maintenance of Tiwanaku socio-political relations has emphasized the importance of communal feasting events as the process through which residents were integrated into a broad Tiwanaku inclusive state identity. In particular, the
consumption of maize beer (chicha), and the use of attractive ceramic paraphernalia attached to chicha production and consumption, are viewed as key aspects of the consensual integration to
the Tiwanaku lifestyle. Results from my investigation of everyday
culinary practices suggest that this Tiwanaku state inclusive identity was not as universally accepted as previously suggested. A detailed analysis of faunal remains from selected domestic contexts
is presented and integrated with ceramic, paleoethnobotanical,
ichtyoarchaeological, and bioarchaeological results, to illustrate
the chaîne opératoire of cuisine at Mollo Kontu. I demonstrate
that its residents managed their own camelid herds for meat production and consumption, independently from the Tiwanaku
state. Their presence represents the exploitation of a shared food
preference rather than an epiphenomenon of the residents' economic and political situation. Mollo Kontu daily cuisine emphasized and valued the ingestion of local resources, especially domesticated camelids, in contrast to the Tiwanaku state identity
manifested in the commensal consumption of beer made of nonlocal maize. This suggests both an independence from the state,
and the reinforcement of a local highland identity through the ingestion of locally produced staples, in an increasingly cosmopolitan urban context. Combined with isotopic results which showed
Mollo Kontu residents consumed little maize, I argue that Mollo
Kontu residents did not fully embrace the pluri-ethnic nature of
the Tiwanaku state; in their daily lives they embraced their local
roots through their culinary practices." -This volume contributes to the emerging topic of social paleoethnobotany with a series of papers exploring dynamic aspects of
past social life, particularly the day-to-day practices and politics of
procuring, preparing, and consuming plants. The contributors to
this volume illustrate how one can bridge diﬀerences between the
natural and social sciences through the more socially-focused interpretations of botanical datasets. The chapters in this volume
draw on a diversity of plant-derived datasets, macrobotanical, microbotanical, and molecular, which contribute to general paleoethnobotanical practice today. They also carefully consider the contexts in which the plant remains were recovered. These studies illustrate that the richest interpretations come from projects that
are able to consider the widest range of data types, particularly
as they aim to move beyond simple descriptions of food items
and environmental settings. The authors in this volume address
several themes including: the collection of wild resources, the domestication of crops and spread of agriculture, the role of plant remains in questions regarding domestic life, ritual, and gender as
well as the broader implications of a socially-engaged paleoethnobotany. These studies point a path forward for the constantly
evolving ﬁeld of paleoethnobotany, one that is methodologically rigorous and theoretically engaged. Together, these papers shed
light on ways in which the specialized analysis of plant remains
can contribute to theory building and advancing archaeological understanding of past lifeways.
Over the millennia, from stone tools among early foragers to clays
to prized metals and mineral pigments used by later groups, mineral resources have had a pronounced role in the Andean world.
Archaeologists have used a variety of analytical techniques on the
materials that ancient peoples procured from the earth. What these materials all have in common is that they originated in a mine
or quarry. Despite their importance, comparative analysis be-
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tween these archaeological sites and features has been exceptionally rare, and even more so for the Andes. Mining and Quarrying
in the Ancient Andes focuses on archaeological research at primary deposits of minerals extracted through mining or quarrying
in the Andean region. While mining often begins with an economic
need, it has important social, political, and ritual dimensions as
well. The contributions in this volume place evidence of primary
extraction activities within the larger cultural context in which
they occurred. This important contribution to the interdisciplinary
literature presents research and analysis on the mining and quarrying of various materials throughout the region and through
time. Thus, rather than focusing on one material type or one speciﬁc site, Mining and Quarrying in the Ancient Andes incorporates
a variety of all the aspects of mining, by focusing on the physical,
social, and ritual aspects of procuring materials from the earth in
the Andean past.
Introduces the striking artwork and fascinating rituals of this highland culture through approximately one hundred works of art and
cultural treasures.
The Tiwanaku state was the political and cultural center of ancient Andean civilization for almost 700 years. Identity and Power
is the result of ten years of research that has revealed signiﬁcant
new data. Janusek explores the origins, development, and collapse of this ancient state through the lenses of social identities--gender, ethnicity, occupation, for example--and power relations.
He combines recent developments in social theory with the
archaeological record to create a fascinating and theoretically informed exploration of the history of this important civilization.
The Tiwanaku The city of Tiwanaku lies ruined in the rugged Andean steppe of Bolivia twelve thousand feet above sea level, the
highest urban settlement of the ancient world. Its wide streets
open towards ramparts of glaciated mountain peaks and the intense blue waters of Lake Titicaca. Gigantic stone sculptures and
shattered architectural blocks suggest profound antiquity and the
passage of great events, now lost and unremembered. Here, two
and a half thousand years ago, a distinct society emerged which
over the course of thirteen centuries developed one of the greatest civilizations and the ﬁrst empire of the ancient Americas. This
book, the ﬁrst published history of the Tiwanakan peoples from
their origins to their present survival, is a feat of scholarly and
archaeological detection undertaken and led by the author. Alan
Kolata draws together the evidence of historical documents from
the time of the Iberian conquest, accounts and legends of the contemporary inhabitants, and the results of extensive excavations in
order to provide a narrative covering three thousand years. In doing so he addresses and explains features of Tiwanakan culture
that have long puzzled scholars: the origins of their uniquely massive architecture, the nature of their sophisticated hydraulically-engineered agriculture, their obsession with decapitation and
the display of severed heads, and not least the reasons for their
mysterious and sudden decline at the end of the tenth century.
The book is illustrated throughout with photographs, maps and
drawings, and is fully referenced and indexed. Although written to
appeal to the nonspecialist and assuming no prior knowledge of
the subject, this is a book of scholarly import, and likely to become the standard work for many years.
This second edition of Historical Dictionary of Ancient South America contains a chronology, an introduction, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 700 crossreferenced entries on important personalities, politics, economy,
foreign relations, religion, and the culture of ancient South America.
There are a host of ancient ruins in South America, claimed by the
Inca, inherited by the Inca, conquered by the Inca and built by the
Inca. Although one label has stuck on each monument or ancient
site, it is clear there are many layers of construction, physically
and conceptually. Academics and Scholars still debate who built
these, monuments, did they inherit them? Was there a Pre-Inca
culture, but everyone can appreciate how advanced the ‘Inca Ancient Ruins’ found in the highlands of South America. The Inca
were largest empire ever seen in the Americas and the largest in
the world at that time, yet doubt is cast on their monuments and
origins. Tiahuanaco, a region of Bolivia that holds many remnants
of ancient civilizations, demonstrates some of the most unique
and amazingly precise examples of stonework in the world. The
ancient people who created these walls and buildings used such a
high degree of mathematical expertise that the workmanship is
astounding even to modern day people. They marvel at how the
stone-cutters from long ago created all of it with simple hand tools.The high plains of Peru and Bolivia in the Andes Mountains holds
a wealth of historical sites, each one more amazing than the next.
Scholars and archaeologists had only seen the same type of masonry in ancient Egypt before this. Although some historians call
this Inca architecture, this later time period civilization had little
to do with creating these fantastic structures. The Incas dominated this area from approximately the 13th to 14th centuries AD up
until the time of the Spanish explorers' conquest of the region. Indeed, they built some magniﬁcent structures, but the ones most
interesting for their precision and longevity came from even older
groups. Some of these empires were called the Wari and the Tiahuanaco. They existed hundreds or even thousands of years be-
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fore the Inca came to power.Multiple historians who specialize in
architectural studies have dedicated a lot of their time and knowledge to ﬁguring out how ancient groups of people who did not use
advanced tools or even the wheel could create such structures.
The most advanced chisels and hammers of the time would have
been created from copper, stone, and wood. With these simple
hand tools, people dug granite, andesite, and porphyry out of
quarries. After transporting them to the ﬁnal locations, they then
carved them with smooth precision so they would ﬁt together almost seamlessly.What techniques could these ancient experts
use to make such ﬂat and smooth surfaces, exact angles, and
joints that would not allow a single blade of grass to squeeze between? Historians can only guess about some of the methods that
allowed for such unique stone cutting and building styles.
In 2005, the Denver Art Museum hosted a symposium in conjunction with the exhibition Tiwanaku: Ancestors of the Inca. An international array of scholars of Tiwanaku, Wari, and Inca art and
archaeology presented results of the latest research conducted in
Bolivia, Chile, and Peru. Bringing together current research on Pucara, Tiwanaku, Wari, and Inca art and archaeology, this volume
will be an important resource for scholars and enthusiasts of ancient South America.
The future of humanity is urban, and knowledge of urbanism’s
deep past is critical for us all to navigate that future. The time has
come for archaeologists to rethink this global phenomenon by asking what urbanism is and, more to the point, was. Can we truly understand ancient urbanism by only asking after the human element, or are the properties and qualities of landscapes, materials,
and atmospheres equally causal? The nine authors of New Materialisms Ancient Urbanisms seek less anthropocentric answers to
questions about the historical relationships between urbanism
and humanity in Africa, Asia, and the Americas. They analyze the
movements and ﬂows of materials, things, phenomena, and beings—human and otherwise—as these were assembled to produce the kinds of complex, dense, and stratiﬁed relationships that
we today label urban. In so doing, the book emerges as a work of
both theory and historical anthropology. It breaks new ground in
the archaeology of urbanism, building on the latest ‘New Materialist’, ‘relational-ontological’, and ‘realist’ trends in social theory.
This book challenges a new generation of students to think outside the box, and provides scholars of urbanism, archaeology, and
anthropology with a fresh perspective on the development of urban society.
“We have relied on science to tell us what happened in ancient
sites around the world, it is time for research that is connected to
Source.” —Sonja Grace "Spirit Traveler: Unlocking Ancient Mysteries and Secrets of Eight of the World’s Great Historic Sites"
takes a unique approach to analyzing why famous historic sites,
including the Great Pyramids, Stonehenge, and Tiwanaku, were
constructed. Scientists and archaeologists have written thousands
of books about these sites. While this information is crucial to our
knowledge today, much of the mystery about these places remains unsolved and questions surrounding their purpose have lingered throughout the centuries. "Spirit Traveler", the companion
book to the documentary ﬁlm with the same title, oﬀers a completely diﬀerent perspective on why these sites were erected and
what purpose they served. Only Sonja Grace, the internationally
known mystic healer, is able to reveal the secrets of these ancient
buildings in this new and fascinating way. Sonja is a Spirit Traveler deeply devoted to the protection of our beautiful Earth. She
has spent a lifetime working in the ethers with angels and guides.
She sheds light on what the people and cultures of the past were
doing at these sites and why, oﬀering a brand new understanding
of the events that took place there centuries ago. Sonja Grace
brings her unique understanding of the truth to history. In Spirit
Traveler, Sonja travels back through the realms to reveal history
as it happened. She answers the questions that have puzzled historians and archaeologists for hundreds of years: What was the
purpose of Stonehenge? How were the Great Pyramids built, and
why is their particular geometry so signiﬁcant? Why was Skellig
Rock so important to the monks? Have our beliefs about these
great sites been wrong all along? Is their importance something
other than what we have always thought? Sonja Grace’s discoveries shine a whole new light on our historical understanding of these places and on their relationships to the Earth. Sonja Grace
aims to bring a new spiritual truth to these questions and fulﬁll
her purpose in the awakening of humanity. Spirit Traveler is a purposefully structured book. Sonja discusses eight speciﬁc historical
sites: Skellig Michael (Ireland) Tiwanaku - The Gate of the Sun (Bolivia) Stonehenge (England) Hagar Qim (Malta) St. Winifride’s Well
(Wales) Chichen ltza and Temple of Kukulcan (Mexico) The Great
Khafre Pyramids (Egypt) the Rock of Cashel (Ireland). Each
chapter tackles the scientiﬁc and historical information available
about each site up to this point in time. Sonja addresses the questions that continue to puzzle archaeologists and historians. The second half of each chapter is devoted to Sonja’s Spirit Traveler’ experience, what she learned, and the answers to some of those
longstanding questions. Few people possess the gifts of Sonja
Grace. Her heritage (part Native American, part Norwegian) provides her with the extraordinary ability to transport anywhere.
She sees, hears, smells and feels the places she visits. In Spirit
Traveler, Sonja shares every single detail of her riveting travels
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through space and time. Her work is marked by her distinct understanding of the dimensions and realms along with the convergence of Divine and Earth energies, which allows her to travel
through the ethers and gather historic information.
In This 88-page edition: ANCIENT MYSTERIES SECRETS OF TIWANAKU Lost Artifacts and Hidden Rooms? BY HUGH NEWMAN MORE
SECRETS OF TIWANAKU Prediluvian Tunnels and the Atlantis Connection BY ADRIANO FORGIONE LOST ORIGINS THE LAST OF THE
DENISOVANS Did Their Story End With the Ice Age? BY ANDREW
COLLINS LOST HISTORY THE MEN & THE WOMAN WHO PUT SHAKESPEARE TOGETHER The Authorship Controversy Has Not Gone
Away BY STEVEN SORA THE UNEXPLAINED PHOTOGRAPHING THE
INVISIBLE Certainly There Has Been Deception, but Maybe There‘s
More to the Story BY MICHAEL TYMN TECHNOLOGIES OF THE
GODS WHERE ARE THE LOST MACHINES? We Have Seen the Results, but What Happened to the Construction Equipment? BY WILLIAM B. STOECKER ANCIENT MYSTERIES THE CHARIOTS OF THE
SUN Were Secret Pagan Symbols in Solomon‘s Temple? BY JONATHON PERRIN ANCIENT MYSTERIES LOST REALMS–FOLLOWING
THE MYTHIC TRAIL Ancient Clues Point to a Missing History BY
FRANK JOSEPH CONSCIOUSNESS BEYOND THE BRAIN Could Mind
and Consciousness Exist Independently? BY ROBERT M. SCHOCH,
Ph.D. POPULAR CULTURE IS TIME SPEEDING UP? The Future Is
Ahead of Schedule BY SUSAN B. MARTINEZ, Ph.D. THE FORBIDDEN ARCHAEOLOGIST THE BROWNSVILLE SKULL: CASE NOT
CLOSED BY MICHAEL A. CREMO ASTROLOGY ANCIENT STAR MAPS
Could Astrology and the Zodiac Be Much Older than Has Been
Thought? BY JULIE LOAR PUBLISHER‘S LETTER RED PYRAMID REDUX BY J. DOUGLAS KENYON
This book provides a detailed account of the Inca Empire, describing its history, society, economy, religion, and politics, but most
importantly the way it was managed. How did the Inca wield political power? What economic strategies did the Inca pursue in order
to create the largest native empire in the Western Hemisphere?
The book oﬀers university students, scholars, and the general
public a sophisticated new interpretation of Inca power politics
and especially the role of religion in shaping an imperial world of
great ethnic, social, and cultural diversity.
*Includes pictures *Includes historical accounts describing the site
*Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading
"Tiahuanaco is not a very large village, but it is celebrated for the
great ediﬁces near it, which are certainly things worth seeing.
Near the buildings there is a hill made by the hands of men, on
great foundations of stone. Beyond this hill there are two stone
idols, of the human shape and ﬁgure, the features very skillfully
carved, so that they appear to have been done by the hand of
some great master. They are so large that they seem like small
giants, and it is clear that they have on a sort of clothing diﬀerent
from those now worn by the natives of these parts." - Cieza de
Leon, 1883 Few ancient ruins capture the imagination like the
mighty holy site of Tiwanaku, located on the high Andean altiplano plateau outside of La Paz, Bolivia. Unlike some ancient
sites, such as Machu Picchu in neighboring Peru or Chichen Itza in
Mexico, Tiwanaku has never been "lost"; on the contrary, it has
been marveled over for centuries by Incan nobles, Spanish Conquistadores, modern backpackers, and UFO fanatics alike. Despite
this history of amazement, Tiwanaku has remained something of
an enigma until recently, but it appears that this would have probably been pleasing to its creators. It was created to be a mysterious, sacred, and beautiful place, one with many secrets and a
public face characterized by PT Barnum-like showmanship. Skillful
modern archaeology has allowed people to look behind the facade and see, for the ﬁrst time in many, many centuries, some of
the secrets behind it. The story is fascinating, complex, and thoroughly human. The modern visitor arriving to Tiahuanaco ﬁnds
him or herself in, as Cieza de Leon noted almost 130 years ago, a
not very notable, dusty, chilly settlement south of Lake Titicaca.
The place would not be of any great interest except that to the
east and south of the modern village, within walking distance of
the center, rise a number of remarkable ruins. The eastern complex is the larger of the two and encompasses the ceremonial
heart of the ancient settlement, including the massive Akapana
Pyramid, the Kalasaya Temple, and the famed Puerta del Sol
(Gate of the Sun). Visitors typically pose before this remarkable
gateway, carved out of a single 10-ton block of andesite and decorated with elaborate carvings, including a curious ﬁgure in the center of a man bearing two rods or staﬀs in its hands. Visitors leaving this central complex travel south - perhaps stopping at the Ceramic Museum, containing typical works of red and white geometric and zoomorphic images on red earthenware - to the southern
complex, centered on the famed ruins of Puma Punku. While this
typically makes up the entirety of a visitor's time in the ruins,
what is often overlooked is that these ceremonial buildings were
surrounded by a vast array of lesser structures, many of which appear to have been cannibalized for their stone to build the modern town, especially the church of San Pedro in the main square
(Bolivia es Turismo 2016). Beyond this was an impressive system
of aqueducts and irrigation, broad expanses of carefully controlled ﬁelds, outlying settlements, and a vast network of dependent, conquered territories. Together they make up the political,
spiritual, economic, and artistic world which today is called "Tiwanaku," a place, empire, and cultural tradition that is the focus of
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this text. Tiwanaku: The History and Legacy of the Ancient Pre-Colombian Site in the Heart of the Andes chronicles the history
and archaeology of the famous site. Along with pictures depicting
important people, places, and events, you will learn about Tiwanaku like never before.
There is a pre-Conquest history of civilizations in Central America
that extends back 3,500 years. It's thought that humans have
been in the Americas since 12,000 - 18,000 years BC. The earliest
human artifacts found so far are from Chile and date to around
11,000 BC. By the 15th century AD, most of the Americas were
quite heavily populated. In total the population of the Americas in
pre-Colombian times is estimated to have stood at around 40 million people - it may have been higher. Today, through the diligent
work of scholars from many countries, the disciplines of archaeology, art history, comparative ethnography, and other modern historical sciences have begun to peel back the story of Puma Punku,
and historians can once again begin to tell the stories behind the
stones. That work has highlighted the enigmatic ruins from many
points of view and has helped explain how it was a place of ritual,
showmanship, mythology, and, of course, the ﬁnest workmanship.
This book examines some of the most important pre-Columbian
ruins in the world. Along with pictures of important people,
places, and events, you will learn about Tiwanaku and Puma
Punku like never before.
David Hatcher Childress, popular Lost Cities author and star of the
History Channel’s long-running show Ancient Aliens, takes us to
the mysterious ruins in the mountains of Peru and Bolivia in
search of ancient technology and the secrets of megalith building.
In his new book, packed with photos and diagrams, Childress examines the amazing stonecutting at Puma Punku, a site neighboring the ancient ruins of Tiwanaku near Lake Titicaca in Bolivia. He
looks at whether the so-called “Inca walls”-found in Cuzco and at
other sites such as Sacsayhuaman, Ollantaytambo and Machu
Picchu-were really made by the Incas. The evidence seems to support the idea that they were actually constructed by a far older
culture. Childress examines the megalithic construction and underground chambers of Chavin in the Cordillera Blanca of Peru, possibly the oldest megalithic site in South America. He also speculates on the existence of a sunken city in Lake Titicaca and reveals new evidence that the Sumerians may have arrived in South
America over 4,000 years ago. Childress demonstrates that the
use of “keystone cuts” with metal clamps poured into them to secure megalithic construction was an advanced technology used
all over the world, from the Andes to Egypt, Greece and Southeast
Asia. He maintains that only power tools could have made the intricate articulation and drill holes found in extremely hard granite
and basalt blocks in Bolivia and Peru, and that the megalith
builders had to have had advanced methods for moving and stacking gigantic blocks of stone, some weighing over 100 tons. The incredible high-tech world of South America is illuminated in the informative and breezy style for which Childress has always been
known. Chapters in the book include: The Lost World of South
America; The Enigma of Ancient Technology; Ancient Technology
at Tiwanaku and Puma Punku; The Sumerian Mining Complex at Tiwanaku; Mysteries of Lake Titicaca and the Towers; Ancient Technology in Cuzco; The Megaliths of Ollantaytambo; Did the Incas
Build Machu Picchu?; and more!
In the high Altiplano of Bolivia, at 13,000 feet elevation lie the
ruins of Puma Punku and Tiwanaku, 7 miles south of Lake Titicaca. Believed by most academics to have been solely created by
the barely Bronze Age Tiwanaku people between 500 and 1000
AD, it is clear that they stumbled upon the shattered ruins of a
vast complex created by a very ancient advanced civilization that
had Lost Ancient High Technology.This book is the only one of its
kind to oﬀer the true history of this ancient enigma through scientiﬁc analysis and more than 100 detailed photos. Also, the author
has been there in person more than 55 times. Recent archaeologi-
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cal digs have revealed amazing details of the sheer antiquity and
advanced tools used in this location, but said excavations have literally been reburied. A cover up to try to hide the fact that Puma
Punku and Tiwanaku may have originally been made many thousands of years ago using technology more advanced than that in
the 21st century? You be the judge.
The Ancient Central Andes presents a general overview of the prehistoric peoples and cultures of the Central Andes, the region now
encompassing most of Peru and signiﬁcant parts of Ecuador, Bolivia, northern Chile, and northwestern Argentina. The book contextualizes past and modern scholarship and provides a balanced
view of current research. Two opening chapters present the intellectual, political, and practical background and history of research
in the Central Andes and the spatial, temporal, and formal dimensions of the study of its past. Chapters then proceed in chronological order from remote antiquity to the Spanish Conquest. A number of important themes run through the book, including: the tension between those scholars who wish to study Peruvian antiquity
on a comparative basis and those who take historicist approaches; the concept of "Lo Andino," commonly used by many specialists that assumes long-term, unchanging patterns of culture some
of which are claimed to persist to the present; and culture change
related to severe environmental events. Consensus opinions on interpretations are highlighted as are disputes among scholars regarding interpretations of the past. The Ancient Central Andes provides an up-to-date, objective survey of the archaeology of the
Central Andes that is much needed. Students and interested readers will beneﬁt greatly from this introduction to a key period in
South America’s past.
On the altiplano of Bolivia near Lake Titicaca lie the brooding
ruins of Puma Punku and Tiwanaku. Though academics insist that
both were the work of the bronze age Tiwanaku, there are clear indications that the original builders used very advanced high technologies in their construction.There is also a lot of evidence that
Puma Punku was buried by an ancient cataclysmic tsunami that
came from Lake Titicaca and that Tiwanaku was also damaged by
this event. Explore the fact that Puma Punku and Tiwanaku may
be more than 12,000 years old.
For over half a millennium, the megalithic ruins of Tiwanaku in the
highlands of the Andes mountains have stood as proxy for the desires and ambitions of various empires and political agendas; in
the last hundred years, scholars have attempted to answer the
question "What was Tiwanaku?" by examining these shattered remains from a distant preliterate past. This volume contains twelve
papers from senior scholars, whose contributions discuss subjects
from the farthest points of the southern Andes, where the iconic
artifacts of Tiwanaku appear as oﬀerings to the departed, to the
heralded ruins weathered by time and burdened by centuries of interpretation and speculation. Visions of Tiwanaku stays true to its
name by providing a platform for each scholar to present an informed view on the nature of this enigmatic place that seems so
familiar, yet continues to elude understanding by falling outside
our established models for early cities and states.
Could the story of mankind be far older than we have previously
believed? Using tools as varied as archaeo-astronomy, geology,
and computer analysis of ancient myths, Graham Hancock presents a compelling case to suggest that it is. “A fancy piece of historical sleuthing . . . intriguing and entertaining and sturdy
enough to give a long pause for thought.”—Kirkus Reviews In Fingerprints of the Gods, Hancock embarks on a worldwide quest to
put together all the pieces of the vast and fascinating jigsaw of
mankind’s hidden past. In ancient monuments as far apart as
Egypt’s Great Sphinx, the strange Andean ruins of Tihuanaco, and
Mexico’s awe-inspiring Temples of the Sun and Moon, he reveals
not only the clear ﬁngerprints of an as-yet-unidentiﬁed civilization
of remote antiquity, but also startling evidence of its vast sophistication, technological advancement, and evolved scientiﬁc knowl-
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edge. A record-breaking number one bestseller in Britain, Fingerprints of the Gods contains the makings of an intellectual revolution, a dramatic and irreversible change in the way that we understand our past—and so our future. And Fingerprints of God tells us
something more. As we recover the truth about prehistory, and
discover the real meaning of ancient myths and monuments, it becomes apparent that a warning has been handed down to us, a
warning of terrible cataclysm that aﬄicts the Earth in great cycles
at irregular intervals of time—a cataclysm that may be about to recur. “Readers will hugely enjoy their quest in these pages of inspired storytelling.”—The Times (UK)
Despite emphasis placed by transnational theorists on the uniqueness of contemporary connections to homeland, such theories are
relevant to the expansion of the ancient Tiwanaku state into the
Osmore Drainage of southern Peru. These archaeological connections to homeland were maintained in the broader context of Tiwanaku sociopolitical organization, understanding of which is advanced by recent approaches to inter-regional interaction emphasizing studies of heterogeneous identities in peripheral contexts.
The present study employs radiogenic strontium isotope analysis
and stable carbon and nitrogen isotope analysis of bone collagen
from individuals buried at a Tiwanaku provincial center in comparison with published diet and mobility data to better understand
how diﬀerent communities engaged with their ethnic and broader
political identities. Additionally, radiogenic strontium isotope analysis of architectural material from the same provincial center is
used to determine its source location and to better understand
how the construction of the provincial center's temple related to
colonists' ethnic and/or broader sociopolitical identities. Overall, a
lack of diﬀerence in diet and mobility practices between diﬀerent
colonial communities and the building material's origin in the Osmore Drainage supports more heterarchical notions of Tiwanaku
colonial organization, as well as concepts of Tiwanaku as both a
political entity and a deeply held cultural milieu. Moreover, the
presence of an anomalous young woman suggests the possible
exchange of marriage partners with coastal Huaracane-related
populations, an intriguing mechanism for the poorly understood indirect procurement of marine resources by Tiwanaku colonists.
Lake Titicaca and the vast region surrounding this deep body of
water contain mysteries that we are just beginning to unravel.
The area surrounding the world's highest navigable lake was
home to some of the greatest civilizations in the ancient world. These civilizations were created by the ancestors of the Aymara and
Quechua peoples who continue to live and work in Peru and Bolivia along the shores of this ancient body of water. This lavishly illustrated book provides a state-of-the-art description and explanation of the great cultures that inhabited this land from the ﬁrst migrants ten millennia ago to the people who thrive here today. We
will also discover the world of myth and legend that has grown up
around this mysterious place, including the lost continent of Mu,
the land of Paititi, El Dorado and the many mystic ruins of Titicaca. We then explore the results of a century of scientiﬁc research
that provide an even more fabulous tale than the legends and
myths combined. This book is an indispensable guide for any visitor who has an interest in archaeology, history and culture. It is
likewise an excellent introduction for the interested reader who
yearns to know more about this fascinating place.
Andean peoples recognize places as neither sacred nor profane,
but rather in terms of the power they emanate and the identities
they materialize and reproduce. This book argues that a careful
consideration of Andean conceptions of powerful places is critical
not only to understanding Andean political and religious history
but to rethinking sociological theories on landscapes more generally. The contributors evaluate ethnographic and ethnohistoric
analogies against the material record to illuminate the ways landscapes were experienced and politicized over the last three thousand years.

